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Abstract - Since its launch in February 2012, the LAser RElativity Satellite (LARES) of the Italian Space Agency experienced
four close approaches with space debris. LARES orbits at an
altitude of 1450 km, in a region where the density of space
debris has a peak. However the probability of an impact with a
debris during the operational life of the satellite was reasonably
low. The analysis of the close approaches identiﬁed three of
the objects, that are from two peculiar population of objects.
This paper discuss the problem of space debris in low orbit, the
approaches occurred with LARES, and some possible scenarios
related to space regulations and space law in case of an impact.
Key words-General relativity, LARES, satellite laser ranging,
space debris, space law.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE Vega launcher ﬁrst ﬂight (VV01), on 13th February
2012, put LARES (LAser RElativity Satellite) on a
circular orbit at 1450 km of altitude, with 70 °of inclination.
The same launch released other eight smaller satellites built
by universities [1]; the secondary payloads were released after
the upper stage of Vega launcher performed a deorbiting
manoeuvre to move on a highly elliptical orbit with a perigee
of about 300 km altitude of altitude. The probability of an
impact between LARES and the other objects released during
his launch (satellites and upper stage of Vega) was studied
before the launch [2]. The elliptical trajectory of the launchrelated object would have brought them periodically close to
LARES (within few hundred meters of distance). The analysis
showed that since the surface-to-mass ratio of the last stage
and of the satellites was much higher than the one of LARES,
the rate of change of their apogee altitude would have been
high enough that the probability of a collision would have
been negligible; indeed the rate of change of LARES altitude
has been demonstrated to be very low, about 1 m/year [3].
The ﬁrst four years on orbit showed that the risk analysis
for the launch-related objects was correct, but four close
approaches of other objects showed that there is still a risk
of impact with space debris populating the low Earth orbit.
A close approach is critical for LARES, since the satellite is
completely passive and could not be manoeuvred to change
its trajectory and increase the miss distance with a known
debris. The investigation of the four events found two peculiar
population of space debris which could create future collision
risks.

II. D ESCRIPTION OF THE LARES MISSION
The main scientiﬁc objective of LARES mission is the
test of the relativistic frame-dragging effect [4], [5], which
is manifested of a very small shift of the orbital plane of a
satellite. Measuring the effect in the Solar System is tricky
because of the condition of week ﬁeld and low speed involved. The dragging and warping of spacetime is particularly
dramatic around massive rotating objects, such as neutron
stars, massive rotating black holes, quasars and active galactic
nuclei. The recent direct observation of gravitational waves
produced by the merging of two spinning black holes [6]
highlighted another research ﬁeld where the conﬁrmation and
accurate measurement of the frame-dragging effect is needed.
A space mission for testing general relativity using a passive,
laser ranged, satellite was proposed in 1989 [7]. The author of
the proposal intended to launch a replica of LAGEOS satellite
(launched by NASA in 1976) on a supplementary orbit (i.e
altitude 6000 km and inclination of 70°), but at the time the
LAGEOS 2 mission was almost ready to be launched and its
inclination was already decided to be 52°. LAGEOS 2 was
launched in 1992 as a joint NASA-ASI (Italian Space Agency)
mission. A proposal for a LAGEOS-3 satellites with 70 °of
inclination was presented the same year but was not approved
[8]. Some years later the LARES mission was proposed, to
be launched on a 6000 km altitude orbit [9]. The high altitude
made difﬁcult to found an affordable launch, so an alternative
proposal to launch LARES on a 2000 km of altitude polar
orbit was presented [10]; the error budget analysis ruled out
the possibility of using such a polar orbit because the unmodelled components of the Earth tidal perturbation were too
high to perform a measurement of frame-dragging. In 2004 the
application of a new mathematical method to the analysis of
the orbital parameters of the two LAGEOS satellites allowed
to reach a 10% accuracy on the measurement of the framedragging effect [11]. The application of the same method
to three satellites (the two LAGEOS and LARES) would
improve the precision, allowing to reach an accuracy of 1%
[12], [13]. In 2007 ASI funded the LARES mission, and the
European Space Agency (ESA) provide the launcher, Vega,
which allowed to put the satellite on a circular orbit at 1450
km of altitude, with an inclination of 64.5° [14]. In order
to minimize the non-gravitational perturbations on the lower
orbit, LARES has a high mass-to-surface ratio: the satellite is
made of high density (18000 kg/m3 ) tungsten alloy [15]. The
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satellite body has been manufactured from a single piece of
tungsten alloy, and all the metallic parts (screws, balancing
masses and retaining rings) are made of the same material,
that has been found being particularly difﬁcult to be machined
[16], [17]. An earlier design that was aimed at reducing the
thermal thrust perturbation with a partially hollow body [18]
was discarded because the satellite would have had a much
lower density. The orbit reconstruction is performed using
laser ranging data provided by the International Laser Ranging
Service (ILRS) [19]. Short duration laser pulses are sent, by
about 40 stations of the ILRS, towards the satellite that is
covered with 92 Cube Corner Reﬂectors (CCRs) [20]. Those
CCRs reﬂect the signal back to the emitting station, regardless
of the satellite attitude, through three reﬂections on the back
faces. In the case of LARES and the LAGEOS satellites the
back faces of the CCRs are uncoated and the laser pulses
are sent back by the phenomenon of total internal reﬂection.
The performances of the CCRs, and the thermal interaction
with the materials of the satellite, have been veriﬁed in
a thermo-vacuum facility built for this purpose [21]. The
preliminary results of the mission are promising [22], and the
design of LARES was successful in minimizing the orbital
perturbations, as demonstrated by the very small residual
accelerations (0.4 pm/s2 ) [23]. Fig. 1 shows the satellites used
in the LARES experiment.
III. S PACE DEBRIS AND INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS
The result of about 60 years of space operation is a
population of thousands objects in the Earth orbit. About
3600 orbiting objects are satellites, but only about 1100
are still operational [24]. In 2016 the US Space Surveillance Network catalogued more than 17000 object in Low
Earth Orbit (LEO), of which only 4041 are classiﬁed as
payloads (both operational and decommissioned) [25]. The
catalogued objects, both satellites and tracked debris, receive
a NORAD (North American Aerospace Defense Command)
number and a COSPAR (Committee on Space Research)
number. However, the catalogued objects are only the ones
larger than about 5-10 cm in LEO and larger than 30-100 cm
on geosynchronous region (GEO). It is assumed the number
of objects larger than 1 cm present in LEO can be between
100000 and 200000; the majority of those smaller debris
have been generated by accidental fragmentation of larger
objects, such as explosions of fuel tanks on non-operational
spacecraft. Two important source of small debris unrelated
to fragmentation have been the aluminum oxide (Al2 O3 )
particles released by solid rocket motors ﬁrings, and the
particles of sodium-potassium coolant (NaK) lost by Russian
nuclear powered RORSATs (Radar Ocean Reconnaissance
Satellites) when reorbited in disposal orbits at between 700
and 950 km altitude [26]. Another source of small size (up to
few mm) debris is the erosion of the surface of satellites, with
detachment of coatings and paint ﬂakes, due to the harsh space
environment: ultraviolet radiation, atomic oxygen, thermal
cycles and micro-particles impacts. Recently an important
population of objects with high surface-to-mass ratio has
been discovered by the ESA telescope at Tenerife during a

survey of the GEO region; the most probable origin of these
debris is from thermal covering materials of disposed satellite
in the GEO region, driven into highly eccentric orbits by
the solar radiation pressure [27]. Collision events have been
rare. The ﬁrst collision between two catalogued objects was
recorded in 1996: the French military reconnaissance satellite
Cerise was hit by a catalogued debris (COSPAR identiﬁcation
number 1986-019RF) [28]. The debris was generated by the
fragmentation of the SPOT 1 Ariane third stage in 1986 [29].
The collision severed the gravity gradient boom of Cerise,
generating only one other debris. In 2007 the test of a Chinese
anti-satellite weapon destroyed the Chinese decommissioned
weather satellite Fengyun-1C, creating the largest cloud of
debris in history [30]. In 2009 the communication satellite
Iridium 33 and the Russian military satellite Cosmos 2251
impacted, originating more than 2200 fragments [31]. In
January 2013 the Russian BLITS (Ball Lens In The Space)
scientiﬁc laser ranged satellite was destroyed by the impact
with one of the debris from the Fengyun-1C fragmentation
[32], [33]. In Fig. 2 the density of debris in the LEO region
is reported (from [35]): the collisions in 2007 and 2009 are
responsible of the higher concentration of debris between
700 km and 900 km of altitude. A number of episode of
avoided collisions has been recorded. In 2012 the operators
of the NASA Fermi Gamma Ray Space Telescope ﬁred the
satellite thrusters (that had been in idle for about ﬁve years)
to avoid a collision with the decommissioned Russian satellite
Cosmos 1805 [34]. Space debris proliferation is a risk also
for manned missions: from 1999 to 2014 the International
Space Station performed 21 avoidance manoeuvres, with a
record number of 5 in 2014 [36], [37]. Already in 1978 a
worst case scenario was devised: without mitigation actions
the progressive increase in the ux of space debris due to the
increasing number of space launches will eventually reach a
point where each collision between objects in space would
generate a cascade effect, further enhancing the number of
debris; the enhanced distribution of debris created by the
cascade effect could render space activities in LEO infeasible for many tenth of years (the so called Kessler effect)
[38]. Even without triggering a Kessler effect, an increased
probability of collision will increase the damages to satellite,
the costs related to space activities and will pose a serious
risk to manned missions. The problem of the proliferation of
space debris was assessed early at the beginning of the space
age. The ﬁrst guidelines were issued in 1967 by the United
Nations (UN) with the Outher Space Treaty [39]. The article
IX of the Treaty states generically that “(...) States Parties
to the Treaty shall pursue studies of outer space, including
the Moon and other celestial bodies, and conduct exploration
of them so as to avoid their harmful contamination (...) and,
where necessary, shall adopt appropriate measures for this
purpose.” Another important statement of the Outer Space
Treaty is that both property of and responsibility for any object
in the outer space remains of the state that launched it (even
if resulted from activities of non-governmental entities): the
problem of property in practice can complicate the scenario of
any future project for removing space debris [40]. In 1971 the
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Fig. 1. Dimensions and orbits of the satellites used in the LARES experiment

Fig. 2. Debris density in the LEO region [35].

Treaty was improved by the UN Convention on International
Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects (the so called
“Liability Convention) [41]. The Convention proposes some
guidelines to deal with cases of damages related to space
activities. However both the Treaty and the Convention are not
binding and, especially during the Cold War and the “space
race” era, the proposed measures for reducing the proliferation
of debris were not observed. As of 2016, the only case where
the Liability Convention was invoked was in 1978, when the
Soviet Union’s COSMOS 954 military satellite accidentally
reentered over Canada, spreading radioactive debris over
Canadian territories (the satellite carried a nuclear reactor with
about 50 kg of uranium-235) [42], [43]. The Treaty and the
Convention inspired the code of conduits adopted by a number
of national space agencies. In 2002 the Inter-Agency Space
Debris Committee (IADC), an inter-governmental forum for
coordinating the activities of space agencies, developed the
ﬁrst guidelines for the protection of space activities and for the
mitigation of space debris. These ﬁrst guidelines were updated
in 2007, after ESA (member of IADC) had already adopted
its own Code of Conduit for Space Debris Mitigation [44].
The IADC Space Debris Mitigation Guidelinesby the UN
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS)
as a foundation for developing a series of guidelines, endorsed
by UN General Assembly resolution 62/217 of 21 December

2007 [45].
A. ESA debris mitigation regulation
In 2004 ESA and several other European organization
including the Italian Space Agency (ASI), the British National
Space Centre (BNSC, from 2010 UK Space Agency), the
French Centre national d’ètudes spatiales (CNES) and the
German Aerospace Centre (DLR), adopted the European Code
of Conduit for Space Debris Mitigation [46], based on the
2002 IADC guidelines [47]. In 2014 the Code of Conduit
was replaced by the ISO-24113 requirements [48]. ESA and
the national agencies that adopted the Code of Conduit and
ISO requirements are applying legal instruments to assure
that their contractors (i.e. the owners or manufacturers of
any spacecraft launched or funded by any of the above
mentioned agencies) are adopting debris mitigation rules. The
guidelines require that each space mission shall provide a risk
assessment analysis and shall adopt a debris mitigation plan;
each design choice for mitigating debris shall be justiﬁed. Any
intentional or unintentional release of parts on orbit shall be
avoided: in particular, the requirements do not allow the use
of the so called “yo-yo devices” for reducing the spin of a
spacecraft. The end of life of any mission shall be planned: to
avoid explosion and fragmentation any space system shall be
passivated (fuel tanks drained, tank pressure reduced, batteries
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discharged) before being put out of operation. Two protected
region around Earth are deﬁned (Fig. 3):
• a LEO region, from the surface of the Earth up to an
altitude of 2000 km;
• a GEO region, a segment of spherical shell with an
altitude of ±ΔH=±200 km from the GEO orbit, and
a latitude of ±15 degrees above and below the equator.
In both the regions any space mission shall not operate for
more than 25 years: a waiver can be asked only for exceptional
and well motivated reasons. At the end of its operational
life any spacecraft shall leave the protected region and put
on a reentry orbit if in LEO, or moved toward a so called
“graveyard orbit” if in GEO (the graveyard orbit shall be some
hundred km above the GEO protected region). The reentry
phase from any LEO orbit shall not take more than 25 years:
during this phase the launching state is responsible for the
safety of the operation ( informing the competent authorities
on the reentry time and trajectory to avoid problems with
air trafﬁc and maritime trafﬁc). The design of any space
system shall minimize the risks connected with the reentry,
avoiding any harmful contamination of the Earth environment
(avoiding spreading ionising radiation or hazardous biological
or chemical products) and limiting the number and size of
debris that can reach the ground to a safe level.
B. LARES mission risk assessment and waiver
The spacecraft design and the orbit of LARES required
a careful risk assessment for space debris mitigation in
compliance with ESA regulation. At the time of the launch
of LARES, the regulation to be adopted were the ones in
the European Code of Conduit for Space Debris Mitigation.
However, the mission operate in the LEO protected region
but could not comply with two requirements of the Code of
Conduit:
• SD-DE-09: the de-orbiting measures should be taken into
account in the design of the space system;
• SD-OP-03: The operator of a space system should perform disposal manoeuvres at the end of the operational
phase to limit the permanent or periodic presence of his
space system in the protected regions to a maximum of
25 years.
Indeed because LARES is a passive satellite it is not possible
to perform any disposal manoeuvre. Moreover the spacecraft
design minimizes the non-gravitational perturbation, while the
orbit is on an altitude where the atmospheric drag is already
very low: the result is that the altitude of the satellite orbit
is lowered of only about 1 m/year. A natural reentry will
not occur before thousands or even hundreds of thousands
year. So, for launching LARES a waiver was issued. The
waiver was motivated with the scientiﬁc requirements and the
importance of the scientiﬁc target of the mission, and because
the position of the satellite will be known with great precision
for tens of years since it will be laser tracked (LAGEOS
satellite, launched in 1976 on a much higher orbit, is still
being tracked by the ILRS). The risk assessment for any
unintentional release of debris during launch and mission

operation was taken into account during the design phase.
The separation system for releasing the satellite was operated
by means of non-pyrotechnical actuator and the mechanism
was designed to not release any part or fragment when
operated. The structure of the satellite is monolithic, and
whole spacecraft is composed of very few parts. The CCRs
are the only parts that in case of an impact can be damaged
and can possibly release small fragment of glass, but a major
fragmentation event of the spacecraft is not possible. There
are no coatings, paint layers or thermal protection that can
be damaged by the space environment and originate small
debris. A matter of concern for the mission was the small
peak in the density of the debris between 1400 km and 1600
km of altitude (see Fig. 2), but the scientiﬁc requirements
and the launcher capabilities ﬁxed the target altitude at 1450
km, and in any case the probability of an impact at that
altitude is anyway low. Indeed the Inter-Agency Space Debris
Coordination Committee calculated a probability of less than
2 catastrophic collisions in the next 200 years at the altitude
around 1400 km [50], as showed in Fig. 4.
IV. C LOSE APPROACHES OF ORBITAL DEBRIS TO LARES
Up to October 2016 four close approaches of space debris
to LARES satellite have been registered. The closest approach
had an overall miss distance of 142 m. A close approach of
a debris to LARES is of a particular concern since it is not
possible to perform avoidance manoeuvres. The events are
listed in Fig 5 and the characteristic of the objects involved
are reported in Table I.
At least three objects were decommissioned satellites. An
examination of the events highlighted the presence of two
peculiar population of objects that could originate more close
approaches in the future. Two encounters (COSMOS 1720
January 23, 2014 and COSMOS 590 May 2, 2015) involved
decommissioned satellites of the Strela-1M Soviet/Russian
military communication constellation. The Strela-1M system
consisted of 370 satellites launched from 1970 to 1992 on
a 1500 km altitude orbit, with an inclination of 74°. The
satellites had a mass of about 70 kg and were powered by
batteries that gave about 6 months of operational life. The
constellation was refurbished with about one or two launches
per year; every launch distributed a group of eight satellites
along the orbital plane. The system was ﬁnally decommissioned in 1992 [51], [52]. Since the Strela-1M satellites did
not have a deorbiting system, the spacecrafts are now debris
with a long lifetime, and as their altitude is lowering, some of
them will periodically cross the orbit of LARES. The close
encounter that occurred on December 26, 2014, involved a
debris from a USA Torad Delta 1 (Delta 2310) launcher. The
fragmentation of a Delta 300 and Delta 2310 second stages
happened with a series of explosions between 1972 and 1977;
the fragmentation events released a cloud of more than 500
catalogued debris on almost identical orbits with an altitude
of 1500 km and an inclination of 102° [53], [54]. As for the
Strela-1M satellites, this debris will cross the trajectory of
LARES when decaying from their higher orbit. The object
that passes close to LARES on July 31, 2015, has a NORAD
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Fig. 3. 3D view of the protected regions deﬁned by IADC guidelines and adopted by the European regulations (from [49]). Region A is the protected LEO
region, Region B is the protected GEO region around the GEO belt (green), ZGEO is the altitude of the geostationary orbit.

Fig. 4. Probability of catastrophic collision in LEO in the next 200 years provided by several space agencies: ASI, ESA, Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO), Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), NASA, United Kingdom space agency (from [50]).

identiﬁcation number but is not catalogued on the COSPAR
catalogue. It was not possible to identify its origin.
V. L EGAL ASPECTS AND POSSIBLE SCENARIOS IN CASE
OF IMPACTS

The UN Outer Space Treaty declares that each country
bear international responsibility for its national activities in
space (comprising the activities of non-governmental entities,
Article VI) and every object launched in the space remains
property of the country that launched it (Article VIII), without
regard if the object is an active satellite, a malfunctioning

satellite or a debris. This situation shall be taken into account
by the projects planning to reduce the number of space
debris by actively removing the bigger ones, since it will
not be possible for any country to remove from the orbit an
object owned by another country without an explicit approval.
As for 1 January 2016, 104 countries are parties to the
Treaty, while other 25 countries have signed it but need to
complete the ratiﬁcation [55]. The effects of an impact of a
debris with LARES satellite could be a change of the orbital
parameters of LARES and the damage of an unknown number
of CCRs. Depending on the number and positions of the
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Fig. 5. Summary of the debris that had close approaches to LARES satellite.
TABLE I
C HARACTERISTICS OF THE OBJECTS THAT HAD CLOSE APPROACHES WITH LARES, AND MISS DISTANCES ( FROM [56]).
Debris characteristics
NORAD ID

8308

81070

6847

16453

COSPAR ID

1974-089BR

Unknown

1973-069C

1986-002E
COSMOS 1720

Name

THORAD DELTA 1 DEB

Unknown

COSMOS 590

Source

US

Unknown

CIS

CIS

Period (min)

115.61

Unknown

115.10

115.15

Inclination (deg)

101.89

Unknown

74.00

73.99

Apogee (km)

1532

Unknown

1487

1485

Perigee (km)

1434

Unknown

1433

1440

Eccentricity

0.01

Unknown

0.00

0.00

Surface/Mass

0.01

Unknown

0.01

0.01

Launch Time

1974-11-15

Unknown

1973-10-02

1986-01-09

Is Active Satellite

No

Unknown

No

No

Time of closest approach

26 Dec. 2014

31 Jul. 2015

2 May 2015

23 Jan. 2014

Overall (m)

299.0

158.0

738.0

142.0

Radial (m)

-188.8

-150.1

116.1

21 (primary error: 7)

In-track (m)

-32.5

-16.8

-329.0

114 (primary error: 21)

Cross-track (m)

230.9

49.4

-651.0

82 (primary error: 4)

Miss distances

damaged CCRs, consequences could be negligible for the
mission or at worst could result in the loss of laser return
signals from the spacecraft; in the last case LARES would be
declared a debris and would be tracked only by the radars
of the space surveillance systems. If the impacting object

is a decommissioned spacecraft (i.e. a Strela-1M satellite),
a cloud of smaller debris could be created as a consequence
of the destruction of the spacecraft impacting against the solid
tungsten sphere of LARES. The responsibility of the owner
of the object shall be demonstrated (and that could not be a
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trivial task). Possible scenarios that can be devised are:
• the nation responsible of the debris ratiﬁed the Outer
Space Treaty and the UN Liability Convention and the
debris is the result of a violation of the guidelines;
• the nation responsible of the debris ratiﬁed the Outer
Space Treaty and the UN Liability Convention but the
debris is not result of a violation of the guidelines or an
error in the project planning;
• the nation responsible of the debris ratiﬁed the Outer
Space Treaty and the UN Liability Convention but the
debris is the result of a launch performed before the
applicable documents were issued (very unlikely);
• the nation responsible of the debris did not sign the Outer
Space Treaty and the UN Liability Convention: very
unlikely at the LARES altitude, since the few spacefaring
countries that did not ratiﬁed the treaty did not appear
to have the technology to reach that orbit;
• it will not be possible to determine the origin of the
debris (and so the nation responsible for it).
VI. C ONCLUSION
The proliferation of space debris in Earth orbit and the
need to protect space activities is being addressed by the
international community. The UN Outher Space Treaty and
the UN Liability Convention regulate the responsibility of
the countries in the case of damages resulting from activities
in the outer space. In 2002 the IADC developed the ﬁrst
international guidelines for mitigating space debris, adopted
by ESA as a founding for its regulations. Most of the actions
of international cooperation are aimed toward monitoring,
identifying and cataloguing debris, to share useful information
with the international community. Close encounters with
space debris are a problem for the LARES mission, since the
passive satellite can not perform avoidance manoeuvres. Four
close approaches of catalogued space debris with LARES
happened from the launch in February 2012 up to October
2016. The investigation on the object that approached to
LARES identiﬁed two population of debris that could be
at risk of other close passes in the future. From the point
of view of space law, the aftermath scenarios in case of a
collision of LARES with tracked space debris could determine
controversies whose solution will not be trivial.
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